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Special Offers 
Here are a few highlights of some new items from this pricelist: 

8A, used, AVE, lt town cancel, in at L and B, wide margin R, wide 

with part of stamp at T, plated 40LL4 $325 

26, MNH, F-VF, Blk/4, sharp color, NH but with tiny gum blemishes 

$750 

69, unused, F, NG, tiny perf tear $200 

92, unused, F, T margin copy, NG, few nibbed perfs at R $300 

112. unused, F, NG, strong grill $95 

117, used, VF, lt cancel $125 

188, unused, F, NG, perf crease $200 

240, MNH, F-VF, tiny crease, unpunched perf $800 

259, unused, VF, H $250 

261A, unused, F-VF, H, 2024 PSE cert $1400 

292, unused, F, NG, thin, sealed tear $100 

292, unused, F-VF, HH $750 

293, unused, F, regummed, sm thin $275 

299, MNH, VF $295 

327, MNH, F-VF, unpunched perf at T, blue ink specks on gum $125 

403, unused, F-VF, LH $105 

404, MNH, F-VF $995 

470, MNH, VF, B margin imprint copy, few tiny green ink specks on 

gum $135 

524, unused, VF, trace LH $150 

573, MNH, VF, tiny gum crease $150 

578, MNH, F-VF #=$100 

579, MNH, VF, 2015 PSE cert $150 

579,  used, VF, 2002 PF cert $150 

C13-15, unused, VF, LH set $995 

C13-15, used, VF set $950 

 

As always, order early on the specials. Many of them are one-of-a-kind. The specials tend to move very quickly. 

Special #1 Scott #1047, the Monticello stamp from the Liberty series. Full MNH pane of 100 with UR plate #26256. The bottom three rows of 

stamps (rows 8-10) are Fine with the perfs showing in the white margin, but touching the bottom of the stamp design.. Rows 6 and 7 show traces of 

the horizontal perfs in the white area. Rows 1 to 5 has the horizontal perfs just into the bottom of the stamps. The top 5 rows of stamps, because of 

the placement of the horizaontal perfs, appear to be horizontally imperf between errors. Of course, they are not. You have to look closely to tell that 

the horizontal perfs are still there, just shifted into the stamp design. About 95% of the UR plate number is contained inside the UR stamp I decided 

to keep this possibly unique pane intact and not break it up into the plate block and pairs. Interesting conversation piece! $225 

Special #2 Germany (Berlin) Scott # 9NB3a MNH souvenir sheet. Scarce to find this nice. $725 

Special #3 USPS 1968 commemorative mint set. Catalog value $150. $50 

Special #4 USPS 1970 commemorative mint set. This is the rarest one to find. Catalog value $300 $85 

Special #5  Small group of 22 Canadian booklet stamps. Most of the booklets are from the 1990s with Christmas stamps for international rates to the 

US. The denominations are mostly in the 40-60 cent range. Total face value is $88. $55 

Special #6 This is one of the most unusual items I ever handled. I have a very thick round mailing tube about 18 inches long from the Vatican. The 

mailing label has been removed. It is marked airmail and cancelled Nov 10, 1952. There are two copies of #C21 ($20 cv each). One copy #C16 

($10). One copy #44 ($12). One copy #122 and #123 (common). However, it has a full, used copy of the scarce #155a souvenir sheet ($160) that 

looks like there is a tiny hole on the side of the sheet (staple hole?). Better than ordinary stamps.  However the stamps are lightly toned because they 

have been on this mailing tube for so long. Catalog value of the stamps is $222. Imagine what important document must have been carried in this 

mailing tube that was airmailed to Pittsburgh, PA. Very unusual conversation piece for your collection! $80 

Special #7 Group of ten #10 size covers. Set of perforated National Parks (740-749). Seven of them are FDCs. For some reason, the 740, 746, and 

747 covers are not FDCs. Addressed and no cachet. Typical light discoloring from age and light wear. $10 

Special #8 Scott #1338F left side block/50. MNH with some light black (mount?) adhesions on the gum side. The block is 5 columns wide by 10 

rows high. The left side has a straight edge. Printed on the Huck press, there are blind perfs between columns 2 and 3 and between columns 4 and 5. 

In short, the printing press had columns of retractable perf wheels for wider commemorative stamps. These wheels were disengaged for 

commemorative stamps. They were supposed to be engaged for smaller, regular issue stamps. In this case, the second and fourth vertical perf wheels 

did not fully engage. This looks like twenty copies of imperf between pairs. However, if you hold the partial pane to the right angle with a light, you 

can see traces of perf dimples where the perfs were supposed to be. These are freaks, not errors. Still a striking appearance! The UR pair of the partial 

pane has a small piece of amber colored pair adhered to the face of the stamps. I thought this was more impressive as a partial pane/50 than to break 

it into pairs. $150 

Special #9 Used copy Scott #834 with dramatic shift of vignette to about the 11:00 position and well into the upper left corner. Top of Coolidge’s 

head just touches “United States”. Very difficult to find a black ink shift of this magnitude on the Prexy dollar values. $95 

Special #10 Used copy Scott #832 with black ink shift to the right. Wilson’s head touches the rigbt frame. $10 

Special #11 MNH Scott #1856c, horiz pair imperf between $5 

Special #12 MNH Scott #1520b imperf strip of 4. $50 

Special #13 MNH Scott #1895d strip of 4. $10 

Special #14 MNH Scott #1618b imperf pair $15 

Special #15 MNH Scott #2609a imperf pair $10 

Special #16 MNH Scott #2609a imperf strip of 4 $20 

Special #17 MNH Scott #2603a imperf pair $15 

Special #18 MNH Scott #1455 single with vertical perfs shifted left about 8 mm causing “change of design” with the “8” on the left side. $20 

Special #19 MNH Scott #829 with dramatic underinking. Design barely recognizable. $25 

Special #20 MNH Scott #1008 NATO issue with overinking. Few perf seps in the block and a light crease. $15 

Special #21 MNH Scott #2280 coil pair with ink starved red ink well. Red flag stripes are very weakly printed $20 
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Special #22 MNH horizontal strip of 4 of Scott #1735 (A Eagle). Vertical perfs are normal. The horizontal perfs are slightly diagonal and cut the 

stamp design in half. The left stamp is at the top of the “A”. The right side has the perfs at the top of the Eagles head. Very dramatic shift. $80 

Special #23 MNH pair Scott #1735. Same as Special #22, but less dramatic as a pair. $15 

Special #24 MNH Scott #1735. Same as Special #22, but less dramatic as a single $8 

Special #25 LH Scott #319 with diagonal paper fold in UR corner with large unprinted area. $15 

Special #26 Used horiz pair Scott #307. Straight edge at bottom. Large 2 mm wide diagonal preprinting paper fold through both stamps. $15 

Special #27 Used horiz pair Scott #94 with 2 mm. wide preprinting paper fold on left copy. Also, the vertical perfs are shifted 5 mm. to the right. 

Both copies have a fancy negative “H” circled cancel. $25 

Special #28  Used Scott #65 with 1 mm. vertical preprinting paper fold. $10 

Special #29 LH Scott #504 with enormous 6 mm. diagonal preprinting paper fold. Slightly diagonal through stamp. Washington’s face is on the left 

of the paper fold and the rest of his head and hair are on the right of the paper fold. Rare to find a paper fold of this magnitude. $75 

Special #30 MNH Scott #E12 with 3 mm. diagonal preprinting paper fold. Unfortunately, someone tore off the lower right corner of the stamp! A 

damaged copy, but still interesting $5 

Special #31 MNH Scott #499 with large unprinted area in UL corner of stamp from extraneous piece of paper that fell on the stamp prior to printing. 

$25 

Special #32 MNH  Scott #267 with bottom half of stamp unprinted from paper fold. Bottom of stamp has wrinkles from fold. $40 

Special #33 MNH Scott #657 with large 4 mm. diagonal preprinting paper fold in lower left corner. SE at right. $25 

Special #34 Scott #5799 Endangered Species pane. Sold out at the USPS and not everyone got one. I found a small supply. $20 for a pane 

Special #35 Great Britain, Scott #1, Penny Black. F-VF copy that is sound in presentation album. $165 

Special #36 Great Britain, Scott #1, Penny Black, from plate 1a with light cancel. F-VF$225 

Special #37 Spain, Scott #CB17 LH, nibbed perf in corner $145 

Special #38 Canada, Scott #195-201 MNH set of King George V issue. $195 

Special #39 Sweden, Scott #14, used Fine $75 

Special #40 Denmark, Scott #15, used, Fine with tiny faults$60 

Special #41 Canada, Scott #4, used, AVE $55 

Special #42 Canada, Scott #7, used, VF, tiny facial scuff $325 

Special #43 Canada, Scott #56 VF, LH $65 

Special #44 Denmark, Scott #11-15, used, F-VF $175 

Special #45 Sardinia, Scott #14, used, Fine, sm faults $60 

Special #46 France, Scott #C15, the key airmail issue, used, VF with very light cancel $250 

Special #47 Canada, Scott #25, Fine, regummed $225 

Special #48 Canada, Scott #62, used, VF $350 

Special #49 Canada Scott #45a. Fine, hinged copy of Queen Victoria. Fresh color $295 

Special #50 Canada, Scott #7 used, VF, invisible repair on reverse side. $1000 

Special #51 Falkland Islands, Scott #7, Fine, H $70 

Special #52 Canada, Scott #2, used, F-VF, heavy cancel and tiny faults $250 

German States. I bought a collection that included some early German States material. Most of these stamps are used. Everything is Fine to F-VF in 

centering unless noted otherwise. 

State Scott # Description Price 

Baden 5-9 Used $70 

Baden 26-28 Used $35 

Baden 19-23 Used $50 

Baden 24 Used, very well 

centered 

$500 

Baden 10-14 Used $200 

Baden LJ1-LJ3 Hinged $30 

Bavaria 4-8 Used $280 

Bavaria 9-14 Used $180 

Brunswick 1 Used $190 

Brunswick 2 Used $200 

Brunswick 3 Used $150 

Brunswick 8 Used, large margins $45 

Brunswick 9 Used $50 

Brunswick 11 Used, on piece $150 

Brunswick 5 No gum, light soiling $70 

Brunswick 4 Used $200 

Brunswick 24-26 Used, #25 has sm fault 

at T 

$200 

Hamburg 2 Used $55 

Hamburg 3 Used $50 

Hamburg 9 Used $60 

Hamburg 17 Used $25 

Hamburg 17a Used, Blue $20 

Hamburg 19 Used, well centered $90 

Hanover 5 Used $65 

Hanover 6 Used $50 

Hanover 13 No gum $50 

Hanover 14 Used $40 

Hanover 8 Used, VF $150 

Lubeck 3-5 Mint, hinged $85 

Lubeck 6-7 Mint, hinged $35 

Lubeck 8, 10 Used $125 

Mecklenburg-

Schwerin 

3 Pen cancel $100 

Mecklenburg-

Schwerin 

8 Used, well centered $200 

Mecklenburg-

Schwerin 

5 Used $50 
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Mecklenburg-

Schwerin 

7a Used $90 

Mecklenburg-

Strelitz 

2, 5 Mint,  no gum, #2 has 

a sm thin 

$75 

Oldenburg 1-3 Used $160 

Prussia 6, 8 Used $40 

Prussia 9, 12 Used $35 

Prussia 15 Used $8 

Prussia 14-20 Used $55 

Prussia 21-22 Used, both on piece $200 

Prussia 23-27 Used $175 

Saxony 2 Used, tiny thin $55 

Saxony 3-8 Used $125 

Saxony 8 Used $20 

Saxony 9-14 Used $175 

Saxony 9 Used $5 

Saxony 10 Used $5 

Saxony 11 Used $14 

Saxony 15-20 Mint and Used, sm 

faults 

$30 

Saxony 15-19, 20b Used $110 

Saxony 16a, 18a, 

19a 

Used, shades $40 

Schleswig-Holstein 11, 14 Used $80 

Schleswig-Holstein 15 Used, SE at bottom $20 

Schleswig-Holstein 22, 25 Used $70 

Wurttemberg 2, 4, 5 Used $95 

Wurttemberg 7-11 Used $160 

Wurttemberg 13-17 Used $270 

Wurttemberg 34-39 Used, well centered $200 

Wurttemberg 41-43 Used $50 

Wurttemberg O136-O145 Used $7 

Early worldwide. I picked up some better worldwide material in a collection. Most of this is British colonies. Copies are mint unless noted 

otherwise. Generally F-VF or better centering unless noted otherwise 

Country Scott # Desscription Price 

Antigua 2 Part o.g. $45 

Antigua 2 No gum, tiny thin $25 

Antigua 2 No gum $30 

Antigua 5 No gum, few nibbed 

perfs 

$60 

Antigua 13 Used $35 

Antigua 17 Sock-on-the-nose 

cancel 

$125 

Antigua 32-38 LH short set, missing 

#31 

$70 

Australia 153-154 LH set $28 

Australia O2 Used $50 

Bahamas 5 Mod cancel $130 

Bahamas 42 LH $60 

Bahamas 85-89 H set $60 

Bahamas 100-113 LH set, #112 no gum $75 

Bahamas 100-113 Used $75 

Bahamas 116-129 LH set $45 

Barbados 8 Used, F $80 

Barbados 10 Heavy cancel, some 

trimmed perfs 

$150 

Barbados 69-69a LH pair, with and 

without hyphen 

$15 

Barbados 109 NH, L margin blk/4 $85 

Barbados 140-150 LH set $95 

Barbados 193-201A LH set $25 

Bechuanaland 

Prot. 

J1 NH $14 

Bechuanaland 

Prot. 

J1 LH $8 

Bechuanaland 

Prot. 

J3 LH $8 

Bechuanaland 

Prot. 

J3 NH $14 

Bermuda 2 Used, straight edge 

copy 

$12 

Bermuda 3 Used $60 

Bermuda 52 LH $50 

Bermuda 53 Revenue cancel $40 

Bermuda 94 Used $70 

Bermuda 94a LH $50 

Bermuda 96 Revenue cancel $30` 

Bermuda 97 Revenue cancel $40 

British Guiana 65 Used $8 

British Honduras 1 No gum $20 

British Honduras 102 Light cancel $90 

Cape of Good 

Hope 

3 Used, tight margins $195 

Cape of Good 

Hope 

12 Used, cut into design 

at UL 

$85 

Cayman Islands 111 LH $15 

Cayman Islands 111a LH $18 

Christmas Island 1-10 NH set $15 

Egypt Three salt 

tax stamps 

Used group $8 

Falkland Islands 28 Part o.g. $80 

Fiji 117-131B Used set $125 

Gibraltar 73 LH $25 

Great Britain 281e With labels, strip/3 $12 

Great Britain 283b Booklet pane/6, one 

copy LH 

$10 

Great Britain 239 Stanley Gibbons 

#AB32a, LH booklet 

pane/6 inverted wmk 

$200 

Great Britain 237c Booklet pane/4, with 

labels 

$85 

Great Britain 139 Used, tiny facial 

scrape 

$25 

Great Britain – 

Morocco 

246-249, 

251-262 

LH set, missing #250 $30 

Grenada 4 Trace of cancel $10 

Griqualand West 2 No gum, clipped perfs 

at R 

$150 

Jamaica 65 LH, attractive gutter 

blk/8 

$5 

Kenya, Ugandan, 

Tang. 

66-74, 76-85 Used set, missing #75 $50 

Leeward Islands 1-3, 5-7 LH set, missing #4 and 

#8 

$48 

Leeward Islands 12 Sock-on-the-nose 

cancel 

$50 

Leeward Islands 133-147 LH set  $30 

Malaysia – Sabah 1-16 LH set  $50 

Malta 4 No gum, sm stain $50 

Mauritius 30 Used $65 

Mauritius 10 No gum $25 

Mauritius 211-222 LH set $70 

Montserrat 92-103 LH set $40 

Montserrat 92a-100a LH set  $60 

Montserrat 2 H  $50 

Nepal 16a Uset, tete-beche pair $30 

New Guinea 44 No gum $20 

New Zealand 7 Used, thin $100 
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New Zealand 11 Used, thin, tiny faults $55 

New Zealand 14e Used, tight margins $55 

New Zealand 16 Used, sm faults $60 

New Zealand 39 H, ragged perfs $45 

New Zealand 40 No gum $115 

New Zealand AR49 LH $12 

New Zealand AR56 LH $20 

New Zealand AR71 LH $20 

Northwest Pacific 

Is. 

22 Used $75 

Pakistan O14-O26 LH set $50 

Pakistan O27-O31 LH set $75 

Pakistan O1-4, O5-13 LH, missing #O4A $50 

Papua New Guinea C10-C14 LH $17 

Queensland 70 LH $35 

Queensland 70 Trace o.g., ragged 

perfs 

$18 

Queensland F3 Used, tiny faults $15 

Rhodesia 37 H $45 

Samoa 7a Type II, no gum, SE, 

tiny faults 

$90 

Saint Vincent 141-151 Used set $30 

Sarawak 1 H, Sm thin $20 

Sierra Leone 1a No gum $125 

Sierra Leone 7 No gum, expert mark 

on gum side 

$90 

Somalialand Prot 51-60 LH $30 

South Africa 81-89 LH set $25 

South Africa 90-97 LH set $33 

Southern Rhodesia 42-54 LH set $45 

Straits Settlements 125 Slight fading, 

Singapore cancel 

$70 

Straits Settlements 238-252 Used set $45 

Trinidad 29 Used, trimmed perfs, 

pen cancel 

$15 

Trinidad 42 Used $60 

Trinidad O7 H, short perf UR $85 

Uganda 69-75 H set, #75 tiny thin $65 

Victoria AR18 Revenue cancel $30 

Virgin Islands 53-66 NH set $70 

Virgin Islands 76-87 LH set  $30 

Virgin Islands 102-113 LH set, 112-113 are 

NH 

$35 

Western Australia 1 Used, AVE, tiny faults $125 

Western Australia 25 Used $75 

Early US covers. The following is a selection of better covers on small size envelopes that came from a collection I bought. All of the covers will 

have minor wear, a few wrinkles minor tears, or other minor faults for their age. Return addresses noted are usually printed return addresses, often 

with a commercial/illustrated design.  
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#U54 entire $25 

Sharon, PA leaf fancy cancel $15 

Clinton, ME with Geo. Spearin printed return address $15 

Boston, MA negative “3” cancel $25 

Williamsport & Erie RPO with Clark & Warren red and black return 

address $20 

Slippery Rock, PA registered cover w/ #307 $5 

Jeffersonville, IN with Knights of Honor return address $20 

Burlington, WI w/ #220 and Burlington Blanket return address $10 

Landingville, PA red cancel w/ #184 $20 

Cranberry Isles, ME registered cover w/ #307 $20 

Pittsburgh, PA stampless rated “5” in red $15 

Scott #35 with New Orleans, LA cancel to Canada with contents $50 

Norristown, PA fancy star cancel w/ #65 $25 

Pottsville, PA segmented cork w/ two copies #65 $10 

Chester, PA  1858 cancel with #26 $10 

Kennedy Square, PA blue cancel w/ #11 $15 

Trup, PA fancy circle w/ #178 $15 

Chesire, CT w/ #11 and contents $20 

Hublersburg, PA w/ #65 $20 

Duncan Falls, OH pen cancel w/ #11 $10 

New Haven, CT embossed return address w/ #65 $15 

Bedford, PA Paid cancel w/ #11 $20 

Philadelphia, PA mourning cover w/ #178 $20 

Pittsburgh, PA stampless rated “5” in red $15 

Greenville, PA Maltese cross fancy cancel $35 

New Haven, CT w/ #73 $75 

Coudersport, PA fancy star w/ #182 $25 

Portland, PA fancy star w/ #178 $25 

#63 strip/3 illegible cancel $125 

Clarks Mills, PA with P.M. Case return address $20 

Pittsburgh, PA “pineapple” looking fancy cancel $20 

New York, NY 2/ $26 unusual dark brown color $30 

Elmira, NY w/ #11 Elmira Ware Cure return address w/ contents $25 

Mercer, PA stampless with circled “Paid 3” $15 

Philadelphia, PA stampless with circled “5” in blue ink $10 

Canyville, CT w/ #11 pen cancel $10 

Harrisburg, PA manuscript rated “12” 1825 red cancel $15 

Albany, NY w/ #184 “State of New York, Secretary of State” return 

address $25 

Philadelphia, PA embossed ladies cover w/ #26 $20 

Bangor, ME stampless with red “PAID” $15 

Pittsburgh, PA stampless rated “5” in red $15 

Philadelphia, PA 1846 stampless w/ blue cancel $10 

Bellefonte, PA stampless rated “18” $10 

Bellefonte, PA stampless blue ink with circled “5” stunning crystal 

clear cancel $25 

Bellefonte, PA stampless red ink with circled “5” $20 

Nunda, NY stampless “Paid V” in red $20 

Harrisburg, PA stampless red cancel $10 

Harrisburg, PA stampless blue ink with “5” $15 

#U219 w/ New Orleans, LA cancel to Canada $30 

#E6 and #219 Philadelphia, PA special delivery cover with forwarded 

auxiliary marking $15 

#U277 w/ Norwood, MA fancy star cancel $75 

Alstead, NH w/ #65 fancy star cancel $25 

#26 w/ blue cancel $8 

Norwalk, CT #26 light cancel beautiful copy $10 

#26A pen cancel $50 

Somonauk, IL w/ uncancelled #26 $15 

#11 Pos 41L2L $20 

Pittsburgh, PA UX5 fancy cancel $15 

Philadelphia, PA fancy star cancel #UX1 $20 

Pittsburgh, PA stampless rated “10” in red $15 

#234 pair to Germany $15 

#25 “??? Mills” cancel $95 

#11 Pos 94L2L $15 

#11 Pos 90L1 red cancel $20 

Brunswick, NJ stampless black “Paid” $10 

Mercer, PA 1833 stampless circled “Paid 3” w/ contents $10 

#184 w/ “House of Reps U.S.” return address w/ contents from L.P. 

Morton $50 

 

 


